The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine -Nutrient Requirements of Beef Cattle (NASEM), formally referred to as the National Research Council (NRC), has long been the standard of formulation for beef cattle rations. However, the changes presented in the 8 th Edition (2016) regarding the empirical method of formulation appear to only work well with cows and more mature stocker cattle consuming medium-to high-quality forage (51.5-64% TDN) when the microbial efficiency of converting diet TDN to microbial protein are adjusted from the current recommendation back to previously published efficiencies.
Introduction
The NASEM, formally referred to as the National Research Council (NRC), has been and remains the standard of formulation in beef cattle rations. As developments in research-based knowledge occur, this publication is updated. The recently-released 2016 text, now in the 8 th edition, has continued to carry this torch regarding beef nutrition insight. We have developed some suggested modifications required with the current model contained in this publication to improve its effectiveness in its use for the formulation of the dietary protein component in mature cattle consuming forage rations. The first motive for this discussion was an apparent inconsistency between the existing model outputs and the observed practical result of aforementioned classes of cattle nutritionally supported on solely medium-to high-quality forages (51.5-64% TDN).; the second motive was the necessity to allow a smooth transition in formulation software as diet ingredients are added using the nutrient specifications recorded on the individual feedstuffs.
The primary points of discussion will concern:
1. The proposed adjustment to the model is:
1. MTP (for cows, gestating heifers, and potentially larger stocker cattle outside of a feedyard ) MTP = MCP x .8 x .8 The microbial efficiency is the point of interest in the calculation of the MCP value. This efficiency can be influenced by a number of items such as pH, maturity of the animal, fat levels in the ration and digestibility of the diet. These points have been reflected in the use of TDN, eNDF and now FFTDN in the calculation of the MCP fraction.
The adjustment in the current NASEM publication seems to work well for growing cattle in a feedyard or supplemented generously, but in initial uses, does not appear to work well for grazing cattle or those fed medium-to high-quality forage. To maintain credibility of the NASEM work it is proposed that in situations where cattle with a fully functional rumen (a liberty taken and determined to be 50% of mature weight for programming), provided good to medium quality forage and not supplemented to the point where low rumen pH will influence microbial activity to a noticeable extent, the earlier published (NRC 1996 (NRC , 2000 microbial efficiencies be utilized with the gradual reduction of efficiency to the currently proposed calculation. This addresses the range of possible diets observed for a given animal outside of the feedyard. If these same animals are placed into the feedyard, it appears that the 2016 proposed MCP equations work fine. On paper and in practice this seems to work out reasonably well. Thus, it is proposed that the following "triggers" be used in the model to differentially calculate MTP based on forage TDN: The possibility of minimal concentrate supplementation to an overwhelmingly forage-based diet, yielding a ration that is less than 100% forage and using the multiplier of 0.8 instead of 0.6; a seemingly slight difference which can lead to a large change in formulation results.
To solve problem "A", ADF content is used since this component generally increases as digestibility decreases, and is commonly reported in a feed analysis generated from a commercial feed testing lab. For the purpose here an ADF content of 25% or less would be considered a supplemented ration while a ration of 45% or higher would be unsupplemented. Addressing item "B" then, a smooth transition is created between these two points in order to address the situation where only minimal or high quality forage is provided. The proposed formula is as follows: Figure 1 . In the previous version of the BRaNDS software the old RN was used and done so seemingly successfully. Use of the RN will have a particularly large impact in cows eating corn silage-, rangeand warm season annual grass-based rations since these are forages that generally have limiting RDP relative to TDN. The concept of recycling seems better represented by the old RN equation since it shows more recycling at low crude protein intakes as one would expect. The range of data over which new and old were developed is not known by this author so where the curves illustrated begin to misrepresent reality is unknown, but for now it seems that retaining the old RN for cow diets as being discussed here is satisfactory. 
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